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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l] It is projector equipment which carries out amplification projection of the

image formed in the image formation section with a projection lens. At a rate which

cancels distortion of a projection image toward a side corresponding to the shorter one

from a side which corresponds a place where the length of a top chord of a projection

image and the lower side differs if distortion amendment is not carried out to the longer

one among said top chords and said lower sides of said image formation section

Projector equipment characterized by making image formation width of face increase

from width of face required at the time of level projection.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which_invention^lielgng inyention_relates_to_the .projector

equipment which indicates the image by ampUfication projection.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] This kind of equipment writes a picture signal in the

image formation section arranged in projector equipment optically or electrically, and

carries out amplification projection of the image formed in this image formation section

on a screen with a projection lens. It is rare to install such projector equipment

horizontally and to project (level projection). For example, it projects on the screen

stretched by the vertical in the condition of having placed on the table and having set

upward a Uttle, or projects in many cases on the screen stretched by the vertical in the

condition of having hung from the ceiUng and having set downward a little. Thus, if it is

used leaning projector equipment facing up or downward, the projected image will be

distorted to trapezoidal shape with a natural thing. When the image formation section

is CRT, this keystone distortion can be easily amended by changing the width of face of
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the effective horizontal level of CRT for every scanning line at a rate which reduces

distortion which spreads in trapezoidal shape according to that flare, and forming an

image on CRT.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, also when the image formation

section is liquid crystal, the method which it is going to amend by the same view as the

case ofAbove CRT is indicated by JP,4-42679,A- However, in the amended portion,

since it was the structure projected with the horizontal number of the maximum pixels

of liquid crystal when the image formation section is hquid crystal, when it amended

and projected in the direction which reduces the corresponding image formation section

according to the flare of distortion, in order that the number of pixels per Kne of liquid

crystal might decrease, there was a trouble that resolution will fall by this.

[0004] This invention was made in view of such a trouble, and aims at offer of the

projector equipment which amends distortion, without reducing resolution.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] With the direction which liquid crystal wdth many

numbers of pixels is used for a longitudinal direction rather than the required number

of pixels, and a projection screen spreads in level projection, and is distorted at this

invention, it amends so that image-formation width of face of the image"formation

section corresponding to the direction of reverse (namely, direction where a projection

image narrows) may increase, and it considers as the projector equipment it is made the

number of pixels for projection per line increase for solution of the above-mentioned

trouble.

[0006]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is the block diagram of the projector

equipment of this invention. Here, it is an input terminal 1. The inputted analog signal

is A/D converter 2. It is changed into a digital signaLand the output-is-a changeover

switch 3. Line memory 4 And 5 It connects with either. And changeover switch 6 It

passes and is the LCD driver 7. The picture signal which should be projected on LCDS is

written in. Moreover, sawtooth wave generating circuit 9 The ampUtude is adjustable

by the potentiometer 10 and the output frequency ofVCOll changes in proportion to

the magnitude. The gate is applied to the output (CLK2) ofVCOll by the gate 14. The

sequential control section 12 is A/D converter 2, outside it controls the timing of each

element of operation. Line memory 4 And 5 The clock for writing (CLKl), and LCDS It

is the LCD driver 7 as an object for actuation. The clock (CLK3) to supply is generated.

The gate is applied to CLKl by the gate 13, and is appUed to CLK2 by the gate 14 again.

[0007] Drawing 2 is the external view having shown an example of the I/O section

concerning the element mainly shown in drawing 1 among the projector equipment of

this invention. 21 is a tongue for a projection lens and 22 to rotate an image input

terminal, and for 23 rotate a potentiometer 10 ( di^awing 1 ). For example, if this tongue
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is rotated rightward, the circuit is constituted so that the projection screen bottom may

spread according to it. Drawing 3 showed this on the screen on the front face of LCD,

and in expressing and amending the activity range on the front face ofLCD in the

condition that there is no projection distortion by the range shown as a continuous hne,

it extends the activity range on the front face ofLCD to the range of a dashed line.

Conversely, if a tongue is rotated leftward, the circuit is constituted so that a projection

screen upside may spread according to it. Therefore, a user can acquire the optimal

amendment condition by adjusting a tongue, looking at a actual projection screen.

[0008] Drawing 4 shows the structure to which a tongue is adjusted and an amendment

condition is changed, and expresses signs (inside of a circle) that a part of the ramp was

expanded as the signal wave form generated from the saw-tooth wave generating circuit

9 ( drawing 1 ), The period of a sawtooth wave is IV (l vertical period) gap, and the

ramp serves as a stair-like wave of IH (l level period) gap, as actually shown in a circle.

If the ampUtude of this sawtooth wave changes in proportion to the location of a tongue

23 and turns a tongue 23 rightward by the potentiometer 10 interlocked with a

revolution of a tongue 23 ( drawing 2 ), the amplitude K will become large in a negative

direction. Moreover, the inclination of a sawtooth wave is negative and the voltage at

the time ofK= 0 turns into reference voltage (voltage at the time of undistorted). if a

tongue 23 is turned.leftward on the other hand " sawtooth wave generating circuit 9

from " a wave positive in an inclination as shown in drawing 5 is generated, the VCO
circuit 11 " sawtooth wave generating circuit 9 from " the signal (CLK2) of the

frequency proportional to input voltage is generated in response to a signal.

[0009] Next, actuation of the projector equipment of this invention is explained. First,

the video signal from the outside is an input terminal 1 in the form of an analog signal.

When inputted, it is A/D converter 2. An analog video signal is changed into a digital

signal. And changeover switch 3 Line memory 4 Line memory 5 Either is chosen and the

signal for one lineJs,recorded. In_addition, only the effeetive-image portion except the

synchronizing signal section, the back porch front porch, etc. is recorded on line memory

among input picture signals. Moreover, A/D converter 2 A conversion clock and line

memory 4 And 5 The frequency of the clock for writing (CLKl) is the same, the timing of

record is controlled by the gate 13, and the strobe signal from the sequential control

section 12 controls the gate 13.

[00 10] On the other hand from the line memory of a way (it is not writing in) which was

not chosen, reading appearance of the picture signal is carried out with the period of the

clock (CLK2) ofVCO 11, and it is a changeover switch 6. It passes and is the LCD driver

7. It is inputted. This LCD driver 7 The period ofHD and VD which are inputted is an

input terminal 1. It is LCDS although it is the same as that of the period of the picture

signal inputted. The clock (CLK3) which drives each pixel is LCDS. Since there are

more level pixels than the number of pixels of an input signal, it becomes a RF from that

part CLKl.
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[00 ll] Next, since the picture signal to project shifts the timing which reads a signal

from line sensors 4 and 5 for every line, this is explained in full detail using drawing 6 .

First, as shown in drawing 3 , the case where go caudad and the image formation width

of face on LCD is expanded is explained. In this case, the hne under drawing 3 becomes

low as the voltage which inputs into VCOll the frequency of the clock (CLK2) read from

line memory becomes low for every line. When the clock which frequency dwindles for

every line is used, thus, read-out initiation of the hne (the n-th Une) of arbitration and

timing of termination, Between them of one Une (the n+lst line) as follows if Xn, S

(starting position), Xn, E (termination location), and the next line set the coordinate of a

pixel to Xn+1, S, Xn+1, and E similarly by making the point of the upper left on a LCD
screen into a zero, respectively " Xn, S>=Xn +1, and S " and - The relation of Xn,

E<=Xn +1, and E is realized. It may be here, an equal sign may be reahzed when the

number of clocks contained in one line is not different two or more between lines, and

read-out initiation and the termination location of both lines may be equal in that case.

At this time, the n-th line is further compared with the n+2nd line continuously. When

this actuation is repeated and the number of clocks between lines becomes two or more,

while beginning and reading and changing initiation or a termination location, the

difference of the clock between lines is calculated by making into new criteria the Une

where the difference of a clock became two or more. If it explains numerically concretely,

supposing the five numbers of clocks are different between the lines of the adjacent

upper and lower sides, for example, since initiation and the termination location of a

line are symmetrical to the center of a screen, with a lower Une, a 2-pixel starting

position will become early and 2 pixels of termination locations wiU become late at

reverse. Moreover, supposing the 0.5 numbers of clocks are different between

up-and-down Unes, a 1-pixel starting position will come early for the first time after four

lines, and a 1-pixel termination location will become late.

[00_12]_Next,_the_number of_pixels-of LCD-used-for-this invention is described-For —
example, when it is going to input the screen (640x480 pixels) ofVGA, ifLCD of 704

pixels of horizontals is used, it wiU become possible to amend the distortion to 5%.

Moreover, since the probabiUty which information main in a projection screen has in the

center section of the screen is high and the degree which has also deleted both the sides

of input image information is permissible, ifboth the sides of an input picture signal are

deleted corresponding to distortion when there is no additional coverage in the number

of pixels ofLCD, the same effect as this invention wiU be acquired. In this case, line

memory 4 of drawing 1 And 5 It is easily reaUzable by applying the gate so that CLKl

may be controUed by the gate 13 with the strobe signal from the sequential control

section 12 and only a required pixel may write in the timing to read. And the timing of

this gate should just determine the location of the pixel which distinguishes and deletes

the location of the tongue 23 ( drawing 1 potentiometer 10) of drawing 2 . Of course, this

location corresponds uniquely with the magnitude of the amplitude K.
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[0013] Although how to change the frequency of read-out from Une memory has been

explained so far, in case it writes in line memory, it can amend similarly by changing

frequency. I want to lengthen the lower part of a projection screen like drawing 3

mentioned above about the write-in frequency in this case " if it becomes " saw-tooth

wave generating circuit 9 from what is necessary is just to make reverse, i.e., drawing

4 , and drawing 5 into reverse for the wave'like inclination to generate Moreover, as for

a saw-tooth wave, it is possible to also make it generate in software.

[0014] Moreover, Une memory 4 And 5 Only one element can be managed, if it attaches

and the Une memory of the dual port t5^e which can drive I/O independently,

respectively is used. Moreover, line memory 4 And 5 You may be one or more the fields

or frame memories. Moreover, when what write enable, lead enabling, etc. attach to line

memory is used, the gates 13 and 14 can be omitted, and the writing ofUne memory and

the timing of read-out can be controlled directly with the strobe signal from the

sequential control section.

[0015] Moreover, it is also possible to make it rotate automatically by a motor etc. also

about a potentiometer 10, and to control this by remote control.

[0016]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, according to this invention, offer of the

projector equipment which can amend distortion, without reducing the resolution of a

projection screen is attained.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l] It is the main block diagram of the projector of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is one example of general-view drawing of the projector of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is drawing showing the amendment method of the image formation

section of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is an output wave form chart from a sawtooth wave generating circuit.

[Drawing 5] It is an output wave form chart from a saw-tooth wave generating circuit.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing showing an image formation section image write-in pixel.

[Description of Notations]

1 ... Input terminal

2 ... A/D converter

3 ... Changeover switch

4 ... Line memory

5 ... Line memory

6 ... Changeover switch

7 ... LCD driver
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8 ... LCD
9 ... Sawtooth wave generating circuit

10 ... Potentiometer

11...VCO

12 ... Sequential control section

13 ... Gate

14 ... Gate
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